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2653 Auburn Road, Auburn Hills, MI 48326

*By signing this form  the client agrees to the term s and conditions posted on absolute labs.net.

City:Address:

Phone:Email:Attn:

State: ZIP:

Or order online: absolutelabs.net/kits

Quantity:Yes Syringe Extraction Kits:

Quantity:Yes Need More Automotive Fluid Test Kits?:

Time:Date:Received by:

Time:Date:XRelinquished by (signature*):

EVIDENCE TRANSFER RECORD

Comments/test requested: 

What type of fuel is recommended for this engine?:

Sample source (e.g. gas tank, brake line, oil filter, etc.):

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 

Phone:Obtained by: Date sampled: 

Last six of the V.I.N.: Vehicle year, make, and model: 

Claim/case no.: 

SAMPLING INFORMATION

:enohP:tcatnoC :liamE

- Same as above BILLING INFORMATION

Name and company:

Same as aboveSERVICE REQUESTOR -

Claim file email (if applicable):

Email(s) for results: 

Phone:Contact/Adjuster:

Department:Company: 

REPORTING INFORMATION

NOTE: Use UPS ground to ship flammable fuel (i.e. gasoline only) and include "CONFORMS 49 CFR 173.4 DOMESTIC HWY/RAIL"
on the shipping label. Ship from a UPS terminal instead of a UPS store.

5. Mail to Absolute Laboratories. If results are time-sensitive, consider shipping with UPS.

4. Adhesive metallic tape is provided to prevent tampering by placing over the shipping tube/cap interface. 

3.    Complete the form below. *A signature is required for analysis.

2.    Replace the cap and ensure that the vial does not leak. Wipe away any excess sample. Place vial in sealable bag.
       Note: a representative sample may include multiple phases, layers and settled solid particulates and residues. 
1.    Use the enclosed materials to collect a representative automotive fluid sample for analysis.
DIRECTIONS

AUTOMOTIVE FLUID TEST KIT 

Polymer and material science
Environmental assessment
Trace contaminant identification
Advanced microanalysis
Organic & inorganic analysis

ANALYTICAL SERVICE GROUP
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